Having Your Log Cabin Assembled for You
Whilst very many of our customers assemble their own Log Cabin very
successfully and obtain a great deal of pleasure from the sense of achievement
in carrying the project through from inception to completion, if you prefer to
have your log cabin assembled this can easily be arranged.
Gudrum Classics Ltd Does not Offer an assembly service. We can supply contact
information for an Independent Assembly Company who are entirely
independent from us and whom our customers can contract to assemble the
buildings. If you choose to use the Assembly Service - you would pay the
assembly team on satisfactory completion for the Assembly Service (for the
avoidance of doubt: Any service other than the supply of the products and their
accessories forms a separate contract between you and the service provider and
we do not warrant their work or services in any way). Prices for assembly start
at £590.00.
We are very familiar with and confident in the work of the assembly company
having worked with them for over five years and are happy to suggest that they
can, and very frequently do, undertake the following work:






Base Preparation
Cabin Assembly
Electrical and other Installations
Timber Treatment of the Log Cabin
Undertake Site work either ancillary or unrelated to the Log Cabin itself

Almost all comments from previous customers whom have used the assembly
service are very positive and therefore we continue to suggest their services
The buying process for a log cabin where our customer requires an
assembly service is usually as follows:
1. Our customer will either purchase a Log Cabin / Summer House directly
through the web site or contacts us to discuss styles and designs and the
various options available and make the purchase by phone.
2. As above - very many of our customers choose to assemble their own log
cabin (See below for mor information). This is perfectly possible for
anyone with basic DIY skills and tools and can be a very rewarding
experience. As a guide about 7 out of 10 customers assemble their own
cabin.
3. However for those whom do not wish to assemble their cabin part of the
purchase decision may depend on the assembly service that we can offer
so, if this is the case, this would be discussed at this early stage. We
would also establish whether there would be other work to carry out at
the same time. If the service requirement is simply an assembly service we will give a price over the phone immediately. If the customer requires
more work - ie site preparation - we would usually arrange for the
assemblers to make a site visit to discuss precise requirements and agree
terms.

4. We then schedule in Delivery Dates and Liaise with the Customer and the
Assemblers to ensure smooth completion of the delivery and the work
In Summary:
Simply contact us for information on the Log Cabin of your choice and we will
liaise directly with the assemblers. They usually arrive on site within just a
couple of days of the building being delivered (and frequently it can be arranged
that they arrive on site the same day as the building). The contract for the
assembly and any other work will exist between you and the service providing
company. We are not involved in the assembly process in any way except as
offering an arranging service. You will pay the assembly company directly the
figure agreed at the point of order of your log cabin when the job is satisfactorily
completed. If you would like more information on this excellent service - please
contact us on:
0845 258 1900
__________________

In the case of Self Assembly:
All of our garden buildings are designed to be easy self-assembly. The garden
buildings include all parts, optional roofing materials (see options on product
pages), glazing etc. The assembly process is likely to take between 1 and 2 days
for two people who have basic DIY skills and a very few basic tools. All garden
buildings are supplied with easy to follow assembly instructions (some are
available to view on the product pages).
Each individual building is delivered with its own specific assembly instructions.
The garden building should be assembled onto a flat and level base the surface
of which should be slightly above the surrounding ground area (to prevent water
pooling under your building).

A suitable timber preservative treatment should be applied to all surfaces both
inside and outside of the building as soon as possible. The timber preservative
should then be re-applied at least annually thereafter.
To order assembly please place your order for the cabin by phone (0845 258
1900 ) and assembly together.

